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Intrcduction 

In September 1988, the CEFN SPS collider was brought 
into operation for the first physics production run 
with the iIlpLuved antiproton production and 
accumulation complex (AAC). The increased antiproton 
flux inrssdiately resulted in a considerable improvsnent 
in the mchine performance with initial luminosties 
exceeding 2.4 * 10 30 anm2 s-l and weekly integrated 
luminosties anorderofmagnitudegreaterthanachieved 
in the past. In this paper, perfornmnce statistics and 
ogre-raid experience in, this new regin-ra are 

Descriotionof Doeration 

During the years 1981 to 1987, the CERN SPS was used as 
a proton-antipmton collider, providing high energy 
collisions for two major experiments located in 
adjacent sextants of the accelerator. This operation 
was almost always with three dense bunches of protons 
in collision with three rather weak bunches of 
antiprotons, with no separation of the beams at the 
unused cmssing points. 

Towards the end of this period and during early 1988, 
the (IERN antiproton ccmplex upgrade was cxxqleted and 
now provides significantly sore antiprotons [l]. In 
1988 the available stack of antiprotons in the 
accumulation machine ms normally between 4 and 7 * 
loll particles, reaching a maximum of 8.5 * 1011 
ccanpared with the previous best stack before th; 
upgradeof 4.5 * 1011. Furthemme, the average 
acclmnilation rate was about 3.3 * lOlo particles per 
hour,with a msxhmm rats of over 3.8 * lOlo, compared 
with 1.2 * lOlo achieved previously. 

33 n-eke best use of this increased supply of 
antiprotans, the number of txuxhes of both protons and 
antiprotons injected into the collider was in 1988 
increased tc six. 

After optimisation of the injection cyclewithprotons 
and lm intensity antiproton pilots, the filling 
sequence is as follclws. First, six bunches of 26 GeV 
Protons, fabricated in the CERN PS canplex, are 
injected into the SPS at 2.4 second intervals, such 
thattheyareequdllyspacedaroundthec~erence 
of theaccelerator. Sixbunches of antiprotons are then 
extracted from the antiproton stack, again at 2.4 
second intervals, and injected via the PS into the 
collider. The timing of these antiproton injections is 
carefully set to ensure that collisions will occur in 
the osntre of the experiments. 

With twelve bunch crossings per turn of the machine, 
beam-beam effects sake it necessary to separate the 
beam inordertoacaxmoda te the particles inb&atron 
tune space [2]. Ihring the injection of the twelve 
bunches, the proton and antiproton bunches are 
electrostatically separated in the horizontal plane at 
all crossing points around the ring using one of the 
threeavailable seperators. 

Iimkzdiately after the last antiproton injection the two 
beams are accelerated to an energy of 315 GeV. During 
the first two seconds at 315 GeV, the beta functions 
(which were detuned for the injection) are squeezed 
down to their final values of 1 m horizontally, 0.5 m 
vertically. The collider then passes into storage, and 

the two other separatmm areactivated,toachieve 
M?parat~attheunusedcrossingpoints~yfnmthe 
exgxhmme. 

!Ihe whole proces s of injection, acceleration and beta 
function squeezing is achieved in a 43.2 second cycle, 
seeFigurel,andthecoastsepzati~schemetakesa 
fu.rtherfewseconds to qlete. The experimznts can 
then raise the magnetic fields in the detectors, and 
datatakingnomkxllystartswithinafewminutes. 
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Figure 1: The Injection Sequence of the SPS Collider 

Filling the collider typically consumes about 70% of 
the accumulated antiprotons; the SPS then remains in 
storage for around fifteen hours of physics data-taking 
while the antiproton facility replenishes the stack 
ready for the next fill. 

Performance of the Collider 

Protons 

The CERN PS, is capable of producing proton bunches of 
up to 2 * 1011 part' 1 ices with a longitudinal enittance 
of 0.5 eV.s. Typical operational practice is to take 
bunches of 1.6 to 1.7 * 1011 particles, with a 
nonnalised transverse enittance between 10 and 12 
pi.mn.mrad. This results in an intensi tylin storage in 
the SPS of between 1 and 1.1 * 10 , with goad 
transverse emittance conservation. 

Antiorotons 

Fran a typical antiproton stack of 5.5 * loll 
particles, six bunches of about 6 * lOI are extracted 
and accelerated to 26 CeV in the PS with only a few 
percent loss. These bunches have the same longitudinal 
anittance as the protons, 0.5 eV.s, and a nontalised 
transverse smittance of 6 to 8 pi.mn.mrad. By the time 
they are in storage in the SPS, the intensity of such 
antiproton bunches has fallen to 4 * lOlo, again with a 
good conservation of transverse enittance. Losses 
caused by the beam-beam interaction are observed for 
protons as well as for antiprotons, which is not 
surprisingsinceboth single-beamandbeam-beameffects 
arencwof cqoarableorder forbothbeams. 
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Luminosity 

The intensities and emittances in storage guoted, 
result in an initial luminosity of order 1.5 * 1030 
at-2 s-1, and this was typical of my collider stores 
in 1988. 

The following table s mnarises the iqxxtantparameters 
and perfomces during 1988 in mqarison with the 
previous mst prcductive year of the ccllider, 1985. 

Table 

1985 1988 

m=w 
Horizontal beta function 
Vertical beta function 

Y) 
315 315 

G, 
1.0 1.0 
0.5 0.5 

Number of bunches 3*3 6*6 
Separation no yes 

mtons per bunch (1010) 16 11 
Antiprotons per bunch (1010) 2 4 
Proton trans. anittances (pi.m.mad) 23 11 
Antiproton trans. enittances (pi.mn.mad) 12 7 

Initial luminosity (1030 an-2 s-l) 
Peak 0.4 2.5 
Average 0.13 1.3 

Integrated luminosity (h-l 1 
YCBIZ 655 3375 

Fe& per store 
Feakperweek 
Average per store 

23 71 

:'12 ?5 

Figure 2 shms a typical period of operation and gives 
the initial and integrated luminosity per store. The 
initial lmkuosity is a function of the nu&er of 
antiprotons in the accxnnulator and the efficiency of 
transfer dcwn the injection chain. under optimum 
ccnditions, mxe than 70% of the antiprctons that left 
the accumulator arrive in the Collider at 315 CeV after 
squeezing and separation (see figure 3). 

'Ibe ltiosity lifetime, which was around 20 hours in 
previous years, was only about8 hours at the start of 
a store. Higher local densities of both beams, ccming 
frcsn the smaller tr ansverse enittances and the higher 
antiprcton intensities, are respcnsible for the low 
lifetine thrcugh the se&animn of intrakeam scattering. 

Mne'cheless, a fifteen hour store with these lmninosity 
conditions resulted in an integrated luminosity for the 
store of around 40 inverse nanobrns (40 *1O33 cmv2). 

In the 100 days scheduled for Collider operaticn in 
1988, 55% of the tine was qent with colliding beams. 
There ware 107 stores with an average duration of 12.4 
hours. This latter figure was determined by the lcv.er 
luminosity lifetine cam-pared to the 3 bunch rrode of 
operation. Twenty-five stores were terminated 
prenaturely by quipnent failures. The integrated and 
maximum initial luminosity per week, in 1988, are shown 
in figure 4. 

Prior to the intrcduction of 6 bunches of protons and 
antiprotons, the best initial luminosity was 4*102g. In 
1988 this figure was increased by a factor of 6 to 
2.49 * 1030 within 4 weeks of the period. With this 
increase came a corresponding increase in integrated 
luminosity. The best weeks production was 480 inverse 
nanobams, again a factor 6 increase on the previous 
best performance. The integrated ltiosity per week 

decreasedduringtheseccndpartof therun,duenainly 
tothelargeremittances of theantiprotonbunches frun 
the accumulator and inbxruptions in the electricity 
supply. 
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Figure 2: Collider perfomance 22 Sept-10 NW 1988 
Initial and Integrated Luminosity per store 
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Figure 3: Initial Luminosity, and Transmission 
as a functionof theaccumulator intensity 
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Figure 5 shows a cmparison of the Collider perforce 
in1988tithprevious years perfomance since the first 
operation for physics in 1981.The years 1986 aud 1987 
ware the years devoted to the accumulator and detector 
upgrades. The production of 3375 nb-I in 1988 should be 
mnpared with a total of about 1000 nb-l in all the 
previousyears. 

Improvements for 1989 

A 100 MHz RF systan will be used in 1989, during 
capture aud acceleration, to suppl-t the 200 MHz 
cavities used up to now. The tests in 1988 sh- that 
the extra large bucket enabled the capture loss to be 
reduced to a fewpercent. Furthers-ore the SPS can then 
accept bunches with larger longitudinal smittance into 
t.helongerRFbmkets. This hasthedesirableeffectof 
reducing the localparticledensity, and so reduces the 
Iaslett tune spread, giving more rccm for mnoeuvre in 
the betatrontunediagram.Iosses on the resonances will 
be reduced. This will ease the operational setting up. 

The present separation scheme used during injection 
causes separation of the proton and antiprotonbunches 
of between 1 aud 7 sigm in the different crossing 
pints. The variatim is dewed by the mxhine 
lattice. An impmved separation at the crossing points 
with least separation would reduce both the bean+beam 
induced resonance strength and the mgnitude of the 
beam-beam tune spreads. A neon schms will be brought 
into operation during the 1989 collider run. 

In storage, extra 200 MHz cavities will be available to 
au-t the longitudinal acceptance of the RF buckets. 
?helcca.l densitycanbereducedbycreatingbunches, 
both for Protons and antiprotons, of larger 
longitudinal enittance, thus reducing the intrabeam 
scattering effect on the lifetime. 

SumMnr 

During 1988 the SPS collider has been operated in a 
mtine namer to produce instantansous luminosities of 
over 2 * 1830 m-2 s-1, with weekly integrated 
luminosities in excess of 300 inverse nanokams. A 
total integrated luaunosity of 3.4 inverse picobarns 
was pJrduced, a factor of 5 greater than the best 
achievdin previousyears. 

The limitations on these values are understood and am 
daninated by effects arising fm the higher local 
particle densities in both proton aud antiproton 
bunches. There is scope for kpmvsmmt both on the 
average integrated luminosity per store as ml1 as a 
reduction in thetimebetween stores. 

By bringing into operation a new 100 MHz RF systm in 
1989, it is hoped to improve even further the 
performnce of the collider without rwquiring 
fundamental changes to the accelerator. 

Alclumwled-ts 

Ihe operation of the SPS collider ccanplex dmands the 
close collaboration between the operations teams, the 
equi-t groupsf the machine physicists and the 
experimental physicists forwhcxnthemxhines a.re run. 
The success of the operation in 1988 reflects the 
success of these close collaborations and those with 
the engineers and physicists of the AAC and PS 
canplexes . 
The authors muld like to thank all the rmmbers of the 
operation; both in the SPS AAC and PS for their support 
in this venture. Thanks are due also to B. Eesforges, 
G. Cultrut and P. Edr*ards for the pxoduction of the 
statistics and poster. 
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Figure 5: SPS Collider performance 
Ccmprison of 1988 with previous years 
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